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The cover photo was submitted by Darren Connell and was taken at Marham. 

The digital editing was done by Mike Roberts 

Sunbathing, write up on page 11 by Alan Howard 
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Chairmans Chat  
 

A very warm (but chilly), welcome to the February edition of the SAM Observer.  

It's been quite an interesting latter part of the year for me, getting to know what's 

required to keep an organisation like SAM running and understand the amount 

that we achieve as a group.  These achievements are only made possible due to 

the time and effort put in by you, the SAM membership, on an individual and 

team based effort.  For this I'm extremely grateful, as I’m sure that all of those 

that benefit and continue to benefit from your contributions are also grateful, in 

terms of their journey through the IAM Skills For Life programme and of course 

the active social side of SAM.  So a sincere Thank you to everyone. 
 

If you'd like to be involved and put something back then there are many 

opportunities available from administration, organising events, promoting SAM, 

helping out at charity events, ride leading & co-ordinating social rides, observing 

and roles within the committee, all of which are essential to the smooth running 

of the group. 
 

Another essential element of keeping SAM running are its finances.  simply put, 

if we don't receive enough income to balance our out-goings we wouldn't be able 

to operate, just like any other business.  The group's income consists of annual 

membership fees, advertising, entry fees at group nights / special events and 

donations for assisting other organisations, such as the motorcycle parking at the 

Copdock Classic Motorcycle Club's show.   
 

There are a couple of other ways you can help to raise what might be small 

amounts individually, but collectively add up to a significant amount, at no cost 

to you.  The first is to Gift Aid your annual membership fee. Please see the centre 

pages of January's edition for more details.  The second is through The Giving 

Machine when shopping on-line having added Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists 

as your cause.  Here's how it works: https://www.thegivingmachine.co.uk/how-it-

works/ 
 

As most of you may or maybe not aware the SAM magazine can also be accessed 

online electronically. So if you wish not to receive a paper copy of the magazine, 

please contact our Membership Secretary Linda Barker. Thank you.  
 

This month’s group night is dedicated to the AGM and a celebration of the last 

twelve months by way of the presentation of the SAM trophies.  Please see the 

2019 AGM minutes on page 15 in January’s magazine for the origin and an 

explanation of each of the trophies.  

Cheers   Richard 
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New Associate Members 
 

A warm welcome is extended to our most recent Associate members: 
 

Tony Coulson    Sam Couperthwaite   Jacqueline Burns 

Laurence Gray   Wendy Marsh   Lenny Sandford 

Jo Harris   Rob Walters   Alistair O’Reilly   Mike Ruffles 
 

If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and 

he will put your name in the next Issue 
 

IAM Test Passes 
 

Congratulations to the members who have passed their  

Advanced test this month. 
 

Simon Foulger  his Observer was   Paul Ballard 
 

When you pass your advanced test please let 

Derek Barker or Susan Smith know. 
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Motorcycle Dexterity & 
Control 2019 

 

Motorcycle Dexterity & Control Days (a.k.a. Slow Riding Days)  
 

The Observer team in 2019 will again be running Motorcycle Dexterity & 

Control Days just for associates (plus a training event for Observers).  
 

For every motorcycle spill that makes the local papers, there are many more 

which never get much publicity. How many of you in your time riding have 

never struggled to keep your bike upright while manoeuvring in a parking area, 

or had to take a big dab with either foot while negotiating queues of commuter 

traffic? Not many (if any).  
 

Very often in these situations the rider grabs a handful of front brake, shortly 

followed by the resulting sound of expensive plastic and metal making contact 

with the ground. Motorcycle Dexterity & Control Days give you the opportunity 

to practice the art of riding a motorcycle slowly, and to learn the techniques that 

will help you do it. 

This year the dates are: 
 

 Saturday 23
rd

 March  Observer Training - Full members only 

 Sunday 28
th

 April  Associates Only 

 Saturday 18
th

 May  Associates Only 

 Sunday 23
rd

 June  Associates Only 

 Saturday 20
th

 July  Associates Only 

 Sunday 18
th

 August Associates and Full Members 

 Saturday 14
th

 September Associates Only 

 Sunday 27
th

 October Associates Only 
 

All events start at 09:00 SHARP and the venue will be the playground of 

Sidegate Primary School, Sidegate Lane, Ipswich. IP4 4JD 
 

It is strongly recommended before you attend one of SAM's Dexterity days, you 

inform your Insurance Company that you intend to practise slow speed machine 

control in a school playground off road on tarmac, ask them to confirm that you 

will have full cover for this activity. 
 

Numbers are limited to these events to 10 per session so please book early by 

Email to karlsarahale@btinternet.com to guarantee a space.  
 

NB. Please bring a drink/snack with you as there are no refreshment facilities on 

site.  
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SAM AGM Agenda 
19th February 2019 

 

1. 2018 Minutes 
 

2. 2018 Audited Accounts 
 

3. Election of Officers 
 

4. Election of Committee 
 

5.‘Joint Membership’ is only £3 for the second partner. This type of membership 

should only be for non-riding (pillion) partners rather than a cheap membership 

when both partners ride separately. Suggested by Treasurer Bryan Duncan. As 

this is a change to Membership fees it will need to be put to a vote. 
 

6. Any Other Business 
 

Following the formalities of the AGM we shall be looking back over the last 12 

months, reviewing and celebrating what we’ve achieved as a team as well as 

individually through presentation of awards in the way of SAM trophies to their 

worthy recipients. 
 

The Secretary, Les Steggles 

 

 
A quick snap of the brave and hardy associates and ride leaders gathering at 

Beacon Hill prior to setting off on 16th December 2018  
 

Chris Bond  
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SAM Theory Evenings 
 

As most of you know, on the Thursday evening, directly after Group Nights, 

SAM holds its monthly Theory Evening. Based on an ever revolving subject list 

of important rider skills these nights are an informal evening of facts and lively 

banter all aimed at improving your ride based on the 

information in the Advanced Rider Course Logbook. 

 

Each session covers one of the four main topic areas; 

 

Overtaking  Planning & Positioning 

Cornering   Gears & Acceleration 

 

Mainly aimed at Associates going through the course, these 

evenings are also a good way for full members to brush up on their theory and 

add their experiences and questions to the session. 
 

The great benefit of attending these sessions in the classroom means it saves time 

on the road, covering theory and has the added advantage of an opportunity to 

discuss any issues you may have generally on your Advanced Rider Course. 
 

Derek Barker      SAM Chief Observer 
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I'm fed up of cornering! 
 

Ok, very tight left handed downhill corner coming up, already off the throttle, a 

little light braking, change down, I'm trying to look around the apex but keep 

looking at the 200 metre drop off into the Atlantic Ocean which is foaming over 

the rocks below ( you always hit what you are looking at, right? )Thankfully 

wrong in this case as I sweep around the super smooth and grippy surface, easing 

the throttle on to avoid turning in too early, then a straight...wait no, suddenly a 

right handed hairpin, uphill this time, more brake, down into first, take a super 

wide line, keep up momentum as I can’t put my foot down on the inside for fear 

of dropping the bike, and my wife on the back would be very unhappy about that, 

power up the hill into another bend...well you get the picture, and I'm exhausted, 

its only 10 in the morning on the GC-200 coast road in Gran Canaria, over 21 

degrees, and this is quite hard work...... 
  

My Triple Review 

 Thomson  ( Tui ) "Motorcycle" Holidays 

 Gran Canaria best roads ( most of them ) 

 Honda CRF250L Rally 
 

THOMSON MOTORCYCLE HOLIDAYS  Obviously Tui do not actually 

provide motorcycle holidays, but I have over the last few years managed to get a 

decent motorcycle tour out of a 7 day package holiday, as I can't always afford 

the time to ride all the way to southern Europe and back, including some touring 

whilst I am down there. So I look at locations where there may be some 

reasonable roads and scenery, check if there is local motorcycle hire available, 

then book ! 
 

I have done this over various parts of Europe including Crete, Turkey, Albir and 

Torremolios in Spain, and this time on Gran Canaria, for a bit of Christmas and 

New Year sun. 
 

We use our hotel as base for daily touring, which does limit the distance you 

travel each day, but early in 2019 we are planning a trip to southern Spain again, 

but hoping to cross into Morocco for a day or two 
 

We always rent helmets as it is difficult to get into the aeroplane cabin , and there 

is a high risk of damage if you put into the hold luggage 

We also pack a simple cable lock and metal web straps for securing helmets and 

jackets onto the bike when we stop, although most hire companies will provide a 

top box or panniers 
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Sturdy walking boots are suitable for on and off the bike, especially if you want 

to hike over a mountain or two, my motorcycle boots being way too stiff to walk 

in. 
 

Cost varies, but we paid about £700 each for a 4 star hotel in the city centre of 

Las Palmas, over Christmas and New Year....mainland Spain is much cheaper, as 

is Turkey. Bike rental is from about 60 euros per day for a small light bike, up to 

over 150 euros per day for a BMW GS, or an Africa Twin 
 

GRAN CANARIA  Gran Canaria is probably familiar to many,  but I 

definitely think it is worth exploring this beautiful volcanic island by motorcycle, 

as the roads and scenery are just stunning, probably some of the best roads I have 

ridden ever. 
 

That and the permanent Spring like climate ( average 22 degrees and sunny 

during our stay ) make it a great choice. 
 

GEOGRAPHY/TOPOGRAPHY  Gran Canaria is roughly circular in shape 

approx 40 miles or so across. 
 

The east is fairly flat as is the south coast and these are served by the main GC-1 

autovia dual carriageway and hence many tourist resorts and the airport are 

located towards the east and south. 
 

The east and south are therefore quite built up with some urban sprawl up the 

slopes towards the centre, most densely populated around the capital Las Palmas 

and the coastal resorts of  Maspolomas, Puerto de Mogán, and Puerto Rico 
 

The north coast is quite built up along the GC-2 dual carriageway from outside of 

Las Palmas and along the sprawl of small towns along the coast road, until 

Agaete. Thereafter it becomes a rugged and mountainous landscape with 

incredible twisty roads and views. 
 

The west coast is very rocky and mountainous with few roads to access a small 

number of isolated beaches, and only inhabited with small villages nestled in the 

steep gorges between the large mountains. 
 

The centre of the island is my personal favourite, as it comprises of very steeply 

rising mountains, gorges, pine forests, and hilltop towns, all accessed via twisty 

and smooth roads that are a delight to ride. 
 

OUR ROUTES  I will not describe the well know resorts of Maspalomas, 

Puerto Rico, Mogán etc, but just the best roads that we rode during our stay 
 

NORTH AND WEST  Heading west from Las Palmas is the GC-2 dual 

carriageway but almost hugs the coast with some nice views across to the distant 

coastal mountains. After Agaete ( note well worth visiting the small port of 
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Puerto de las Nieves, which has a pretty marina with plenty of outdoor 

restaurants, and also has a small beach and a ferry port), turn left onto the GC-

200 coastal road, this has the most spectacular climbs, descents , and is a ribbon 

of very smooth and twisty tarmac with spectacular views, huge drops from the 

edge of the road down over several hundred metres to the Atlantic. You wind in 

and out of several barrancos ( gorges ) along the route, from some of which you 

can gain access to isolated beaches ( El Risco ) . This road is one of the best coast 

roads I have ever ridden, but probably best tackled at weekends as we noticed 

that on weekdays the route is used by large lorries which collect fruit, 

particularly bananas from the huge undercover farms that fill space in most of the 

flatter valley towns as you approach Aldea. 
 

At Aldea the road breaks away from the coast but still delivers an amazing ride 

through countless bends with huge steep drop offs, nicely protected by a 

reassuring Armco barrier. After several miles along this route, it is possible to 

access some of the rugged west coast's isolated and undeveloped beaches, again 

very smooth and twisty tarmac, spiralling down through small villages and 

banana farms in deep gorges. We accessed Playa del Asno after tackling a 3km 

dirt track to get directly onto the deserted and volcanic beach. Playa de Tasarte is 

accessible vía a tarmac road all the way down to the beach, just a few hundred 

metres of track to get you to the car park and there is a small shabby fish 

restaurant right on the beach. 
 

There are further beaches like Gui Gui which require a 3 hour hike to reach,a bit 

beyond my desire of walking to bother with! 
  

SOUTH WEST , EAST AND SOUTH  Once past Puerto de Mogán the 

south coast roads are unremarkable and busy, but do give access to the 

impressive sand dunes at Maspalomas. Heading due north from Maspalomas on 

the GC-60 you climb up steeply towards Arteara with huge volcanic gorges and 

miradors , giving great photo opportunities ( mirador Degollada de las Yeguas 

offers amazing views ). Once again smooth curvaceous roads with incredible 

views, keep an eye out though for the local cyclists who ride at breakneck speed 

down the hills and sometimes get it wrong ! 
 

The GC-60 leads up into the central mountain area, the towns of san Bartolome 

de Tirajana and Tejeda en route to the Roque Nublo 
 

CENTRAL AREA  This is simply a playground for a motorcyclist, very 

narrow and windy roads, super smooth in most cases, lined with either huge 

volcanic rock mountains, deep gorges, pine forests, almond tree orchards, high 

altitude reservoirs, loose sheep, more cyclists, and occasional opportunities for a 

cafe stop....Cruz de Tejeda is an important crossroads high up in the mountains, 
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which serves the hiking and cycling communities very well, so also provides for 

us too... 
 

SUMMARY  You can ride almost all of the best roads on the island in 

about 4 days, possibly 3 long days at a push, so if your partner prefers to have a 

rest on the beach, you could rent a bike for 3 days, and still spend some time 

together on the other days. If you tour together, then I would recommend a 

slightly larger bike than the Honda CRF250L that we used, although it was 

perfectly adequate for most situations. 
 

HONDA CRF 250L RALLY  This will probably be an unfair review as 

I was test riding the bike to cross it off my list of lightweight adventure/touring 

bikes, however Honda do market it as dual sport adventure bike, and they fit 

pillion pegs. 
 

My ideal specifications for a lightweight adventure bike ( the perfect bike!) 
 

 Able to carry two people and possibly small throwover bags for 3-5 days 

 Light enough to easily load into my van for travelling to south Spain and 

Italy,  

 Less than 150kg wet weight ( my Cagiva Elefant 750 Lucky Explorer is 

quite a chunk at about 188kg, but much less than previous BMW R1200GS 

and F800GS Adventure , well over 200kg each 

 Suitable for light green laning 

 Good fuel range 
 

I was quite sure a 400cc plus bike was most likely to meet this and had already 

earmarked the CCM GP450 ( 130kg), KTM 690 Enduro R (150kg) Other bikes 

of interest were the Yamaha XTZ 660Z Tenere ( way over my 150kg limit), as is 

the Ducati Desert Sled (207kg), ..unfortunately KTM do not make a sub 600 bike 

currently that can be fitted easily with pillion pegs, otherwise I would probably 

have bought one! 
 

Rumours of a KTM 390 Adventure built in India abound, but I’ve not seen any 

official releases as yet, fingers crossed that a) it is brought to the UK market and 

b) it’s as good as it sounds. 
 

So to the Honda , it is definitely underpowered for regular two up travelling 

making only 24 bhp, but it does crack along nicely, that is until you reach a long 

steep climb and you end up having to change down to avoid it chugging along 

and running out of torque. My wife is quite tiny, but it really struggled at times 

and any amount of luggage would make it even more hard work . The rear foot 

pegs are set very high, even for my wife’s short legs, and the seat is the usual off 

road style hard plank. However it did turn in incredible fuel economy, well over 

90 mpg! With the dual sport tyres it was quite grippy on the tarmac and allowed 
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curves to be attacked whether uphill or downhills, and with the long travel 

suspension soaked up the bumps on our short off road forays. 
 

On a few occasions when Edith had refused to continue on the off road sections 

back to the main road, or when I went off in search of fuel, it made much more 

sense.....more lively and responsive, and I could probably then envisage carrying 

some light luggage across the rear seat as I travelled the wild open spaces of the 

world ( in my dreams obviously as I have a full time job!) 
 

Overall the Honda performed admirably, given we were taking it beyond its 

comfort zone with two up riding over 6 days, covering nearly 1100km of mostly 

steep and sinuous mountain roads, but I felt that we would eventually break it if 

used regularly as a mini adventure bike. It really is a compromise between on and 

off road, and does not excel at either, I prefer my KTM 250 for green lanes as it 

has a more powerful motor, less shiny prominent plastics sticking out of the 

sides, and a robust plastic bash plate ( unlike the Hondas shiny fragile plastic ) . 

It’s unfair to compare the CRF 250L with any road biased bikes, particularly 

those with larger and more powerful motors, I therefore look forward to test 

riding the new Honda CRF 450L which although it apparently only produces an 

extra few bhp, will likely deliver a lot more torque for climbing up steeper hills, 

the price tag of over £9000 is eye wateringly expensive for a single cylinder off 

road style bike, let’s hope that Lings get given one to try.......I’ll definitely book a 

test ride if available! 
 

RATINGS 

Thomson “Motorcycle “ Holidays **** 

Honda CRF250L **^ 

Gran Canaria **** 

North West coastal road and Central Mountain roads ***** 
 

INFORMATION  

Hotel Design Plus Bex in Las 

Palmas booked through Thomson 

( TUI ) 

Canary Ride Motorcycle Hire-the 

owner Ondrej is very helpful 

suggesting ride routes and 

restaurants :canaryride.com 

 

Alan Howard 
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Generate Free Cash 
For SAM 

 

Join The 'Giving Machine' and Start Shopping Now!  

https://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/tgm 

 

It is easy to join the scheme enter your email address, create a password and you 

have an account.  

 

What do you do?  
Well it is 'simples' as those furry creatures say, once logged into the 'Giving 

Machine' site you search for your favourite shops and believe me the list is 

endless from Amazon, Ebay, Tesco (to name a few), insurances, travel, days out, 

hotels, home, garden, footwear, clothing, sports and DIY. 

 

When you have found your shop, click on the link and it opens another page onto 

the shops website, you proceed to purchase items and pay as you would  

normally. When complete just exit shop website and log out of 'Giving Machine' 

site. 

 

Your Account 
Once you have an account it will detail date/retailer/amount donated by them and 

you can watch it build up. There is a facility to invite family, friends and work 

colleagues to join the scheme. 

 

How does it work? 
Well this is the fantastic part whatever your total purchase price for each 

shopping trip the retailer you shopped with will donate a percentage to your 

chosen charity SAM. So it does not cost you a single penny, you donate nothing, 

it is the retailer who does. 

 

Retailers vary with their percentages donated from your sales but over the past 

few years I have raised over £300 for different charities and costs me nothing 

except a small amount of time to log on to the site, so give it a go. 

 

REMEMBER IT COSTS YOU NOTHING! 
 

Sara Hale  
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SAM Membership fees 2019 
 

SAM membership fees are due in January. Not on the anniversary of your 

joining. 

The current cost is £22 for single membership and £25 for joint membership. 
 

If you have a current standing order with your bank for the correct amount, you 

need do nothing, your membership card will automatically be sent or can be 

collected at Januarys meeting.  
 

SAM prefers that subs are paid by Standing Order and if you would like to pay 

your subs this way, contact your bank online, or fill in the form (available on 

SAM’s website under Join Us) http://www.suffolk-advanced-

motorcyclists.com/sam-membership-renewal.html and send to your bank.  
 

If you wish to pay with cash or by cheque please fill in a SAM membership 

renewal form (available on the SAM website, under Join Us) http://www.suffolk-

advanced-motorcyclists.com/sam-membership-renewal.html and either send this 

via post to me, my address is on the bottom of the form, or I will be at January’s 

group night.  
 

Thank you  
 

Linda Barker 

Membership Secretary 

 

 

 

 

Phil Acton on his 

African twin 

somewhere in 

South America, 

He’s coming next 

month to give us a 

talk on his travels 

with his wife on 

said machine. 
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BREAKFAST RUN 

3rd March 2019  

Benny’s Diner 

Wisbech Road 

Long Sutton 

PE12 9AG 

 

Tel: 01406 364950 

 

Meet at Beacon Hill services IP6 8LP, in good time for 09:00 Briefing and 

subsequent departure. 

 

All riders must attend Briefing. 

 

Ride Co-ordinator: David Wood 

 

Exit the services and join the exciting A140 northbound for about 14 miles then 

fork left at the Devils Handbasin Garage into Diss.  

 

Turn left onto the A1066 to Thetford.  

 

Turn right – third exit – at the roundabout.  

 

Straight over two more roundabouts to join the A134.  

 

Straight over the roundabout at Mundford and right – third exit – at the Stoke 

Ferry by-pass.  

 

About a mile past the roundabout at Wereham, fork left through Crimplesham 

and join the A1122 to the left.  

 

Follow signage for Wisbech by-passing Downham Market and join the A1101.  

 

Stay on this road through Wisbech and at the roundabout junction with the A17 

go straight over then immediately left into the filling station, carrying on round to 

the car park at Benny’s.   
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Ride Co-ordinators and 
Ride Leaders 

 

 
 

Ride Co-ordinator and Ride Leader 
 

 Chief Ride Leader Dean Harris 
 

 David Wood     Brian Ellis   Glyn Hill 

 Vini Evans    Robert Baker   Nick Braley 

 Richard Ockelton   Karl Grimwade 
 

Ride Leaders 
 

 Ken Beckinsale   Tim Wash   Martin Drury  

 Mike Roberts    Trevor Read   Fred Sparrow  

 Eric Aldridge    Alex Jones   Nigel Pye 

 Adrian Tadman 
 

Please check the SAM Calendar and SAM Forum on-line for last minute 

changes/cancellations. On the Forum you will also find the routes as text, route 

cards, and on Google Maps / Streetview, along with a photo of the destination, so 

you can familiarise yourself with the route before the day. 
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Saturday Jaunt 
16th March 2019 

Friday Street 

Farnham 

Saxmundham 

IP17 1JX 
 

Tel: 01728 602783 
 

http://fridaystfarm.co.uk/cafe-restaurant/ 

 

Meet in car park behind B&M Home Store at Copdock IP8 3TT in good time for 

13:30 Briefing and subsequent departure. 

 

All riders must attend Briefing. 

 

Ride Co-ordinator Glyn Hill. 

 

Join the A1214 northbound to the Holiday Inn traffic lights and turn left on the 

A1071 to Hadleigh.  

 

Turn right off the Hadleigh by-pass onto the A1141 to Bildeston.  

 

Turn right on the B1078 to Needham Market, bearing right at the fork onto 

Grinstead Hill. 

 

Straight over the staggered crossroads at The Lion, right under the railway 

bridge to join the A140 at Beacon Hill.  

 

Turn right at the bottom of the dip through Coddenham and turn right at Otley 

Bottoms.  

 

Take the next left to Wickham market joining the High Street to the left.  

 

Turn right at the roundabout through Campsea Ash to Tunstall.  

 

Turn left at the Green Man then left on the Snape road.  

 

Turn left at the junction with the A1094 and the Farm Shop and Café are about a 

further mile and a half on the left. 
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Adventure motorcyclist 
 

I wrote this piece at the end of 2017. Since then I have swapped the Tiger for a 

BMW 1200GS, been to Austria to ride the Grossglockner on our honey moon 

and am planning to ride to the Atlantic highway in Norway later this year. 

Reading it again recently made me smile and I thought it might make others 

smile too. I hope that it may inspire all those wondering what it might be like to 

travel further afield but have yet to take the plunge! 

 

Am I an adventure motorcyclist yet?? 

 

How did it start? Well it almost didn’t. Becoming a motorcyclist at the age of 35 

was a totally spur of the moment decision, that’s looks cool I thought I’ll give 

that a go! 

 

My first big bike was a Honda hornet. I never test rode one, just went to my 

nearest motorcycle dealership and bought the first naked one I saw that oozed 

sexiness. It was matt black with gold wheels and sounded fantastic. It wasn’t 

long though before I thought this motorcycling caper was not for me. I was 

forever trying to find seventh gear not enjoying the high revving engine. I had to 

tuck my elbows in to see anything in the mirrors and my back ached being in that 

riding position. I wasn’t confident at all, only overtaking cyclists and tractors and 

waiting forever for a huge gap to join roundabouts. Looking back now I was 

crazy to buy a bike I had never ridden. Someone very wise told me I should go 

and try a different style of bike. I bought a tiger 800. Within two minutes of 

leaving the dealership I knew this was the bike for me. An upright riding 

position, nice and high and good rear views it was a life changing decision. I 

have never looked back. Having a bike I was happy and comfortable on 

transformed my riding. Eager now to do more and travel further I subscribed to 

ABR, watched the long way round and down and bought a sat nav. I completed 

both the Bike Safe and Biker down courses run by the local police and fire 

services and tried to get out and about on the bike as much as I could. 

 

An amazing photo on the front of the ABR magazine of a motorcyclist on a 

balcony road riding through an arch way in the Vercors region decided our first 

trip. I want that photo I said to my long suffering other half so we went. I love 

the planning. Not so much the route but all the other necessities.. Googling 

packing hacks researching travelling light hints, fold or roll? and finding nifty 

gadgets that have at least three uses. I bought penknives, an emergency first aid 

survival handbook and spent hours trying to fill straws with 2 in 1 hair product to 
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further lighten my load. For months before it was all I could talk and think about, 

I was full of excitement. 

From my own experience wherever you are in your own mind regarding 

motorcycling there is always something to worry about! When I first started it 

was pulling away from the local McDonalds where all the real bikers go,  

knowing they are all watching and praying that you don’t stall and drop your 

bike. Now I was over these hurdles they were just replaced with how do I get my 

bike on the ferry, what if the ramp is slippery, how do I manage hairpin turns and 

mountain passes, France is huge! 

 

We had a brilliant ten days. The weather was gorgeous and we met some lovely 

people. The bikes behaved themselves and I got my photograph which is now 

proudly hanging on the “adventure wall” in our kitchen. As soon as we got home 

we started planning the next trip. 

 

This year had to be bigger and better. We decided on five different countries, five 

weeks and one tent. This was a huge step for me. I am more of an underfloor 

heating ensuite bathroom type of girl. I insisted on a couple of trial camps (one in 

our own garden) and decided to go for it. This wasn’t going to be a holiday but 

an adventure. 

 

A lot of research had to be done regarding camp sites, equipment and anti-snake 

measures. Europe is home to seven species of snake. After our first trip it became 

clear that about 180 miles a day is enough for me. This greatly influenced our 

planning but I wanted to ensure we enjoyed the journey and could stop whenever 

we wanted to without feeling time pressures to crack on to the next destination. I 

wanted to allow time in the plan in case of break downs, sickness or we just 

wanted to extend our stay somewhere. 

 

Our trip started in Bilbao Spain making our way into Andorra. From there we 

travelled up into southern France and continued on into Italy. From here we 

started our journey homeward through Switzerland and France and finally home. 

The highlight for me was the Stelvio pass. A legendary road and I have done it! 

We had a couple of dropsy incidents. I was distraught at dropping my bike for 

the first time and didn’t speak to myself for two hours. The weather was very 

kind to us and we only had rain during the day twice in five weeks. I loved the 

camping! I loved that the daily everyday worries disappeared after three or four 

days. All we needed we had on the bikes, even the funnel I had packed. I got so 

much stick for packing that but the tigers coolant had to be topped up daily in the 

hottest weather. All we had to think about was where we were going to sleep and 

what we were going to cook for dinner. 
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All these guys 

that have been 

light 

heartedly 

making fun of 

my 

motorcycle 

woes only 

ride their 

bikes on 

Sunday 

mornings in 

the warm 

weather to the 

local café and 

back. I have 

been to the 

Dolomites 

and back on 

mine. I truly 

feel I’m 

slowly 

achieving 

adventure 

motorcyclist 

status! There 

are plenty of 

challenges 

still to 

overcome; off 

road riding, 

wild camping, 

water 

crossings to 

name but a 

few. I hope there will be many more amazing photographs for the adventure wall 

over the years to come. 

 

Michelle Scott 
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Social Rides 
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the vehicle 

at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group activities and that 

the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot and do not accept any 

liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage to vehicle occurring in 

the course of any rally or other event organised by the Group.  Any member 

attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own risk and must maintain 

their own insurance to cover any said injury to person or damage to vehicle and 

must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road tax, insurance and MOT 

certificate (if applicable). 

Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s 

guidelines as follows: 

 You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map of 

the route 

 If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine. 

 Be responsible for your own safety 

 Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time. 

 Have a FULL tank of fuel 

 No more than 5 in a group. 
 

Please watch our light hearted video with a serious message explaining all of 

the above. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRMd-dQHzWg 
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YOU’VE BEEN TANGOED 
KAWASAKI VERSYS 1000 2019 UPDATE 

Back in the November edition I reviewed the MkII version of the Versys 1000 

and listed a few things that could be changed, or that were missing in comparison 

to other bikes in the ‘adventure’ class/style of bike. Now I know ‘The SAM 

Observer’ is read far and wide, but I was surprised when Kawasaki released an 

updated model range that covered most of the points raised (my article was 

written in October before the EICMA Show).  

I was surprised to see a demo version of the bike available for test just before 

Christmas as the official release is not until March. Of course, I couldn’t turn 

down the offer of a test ride, especially as I’m still in that ‘should I change my 

bike’ mood. 

Here’s a photo of the bike at Orford Quay, just after the high tide. Now if you are 

still reading the magazine as a paper copy (there’s an archive of full colour 

electronic versions available online) the picture won’t jump out of the page and 

slap you about the head (hopefully some of you will get the article title reference 

). The bike is finished in an attention grabbing orange. I was in two minds 

when I first saw it, but it has really grown on me. 

The test bike was fitted with the optional panniers and topbox as it was the Grand 

Tourer model. I can confirm that my medium size Schuberth C3 Pro just fits in 

the panniers. They are not as big as the ones on my GTR. 

So what has changed? The main things are that the engine has been retuned and 

the throttle is now fly-by-wire. The second of those things rang alarm bells for 
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me as many modern bikes have horrible throttle actions when they are all 

electronic. I’m pleased to report that the 

throttle action is very good, though it took 

me some miles to adjust to its directness. 

Around town I did find it a little on/off, but 

maybe some more miles would allow me to 

adapt.  

The bodywork has also changed, with the 

upper fairing being wider and now 

incorporating twin LED headlights, so 

there’s no more of the ‘Cyclops look’ of 

the previous model. 

I did find the seat quite hard after praising 

the one on the previous model. On 

checking the online specs I found that the 

seat has indeed been modified with ‘thicker 

urethane cushioning’. The online forums 

suggest that some riders found the previous 

seat too soft on longer rides (a not 

uncommon problem on many bikes), so 

perhaps a few miles will improve things. 

One of the things every motorcycle specific forum seems to talk about these days 

is cruise control. I’ve never seen the need for it on my bikes, as I try to avoid 

long stretches of motorway or dual carriageway. Well, the Versys now has it. 

Kawasaki was able to add this due to the switch to an electronic throttle. 

Out on the road the bike is excellent. The engine is very responsive and it is very 

nimble for such a big bike. The gear changes are slick and positive. In fact, the 

riding aspects have not changed from the previous model, except that the engine 

is much more responsive and eager. It still felt very draughty after my GTR, and 

the test bike still had a small screen. Now, I said at the start that the new model 

addressed many of the comments in my previous review. Well, in March the all 

singing, all dancing, SE version will be available, and that has the addition of a 

bigger windscreen, TFT screen, cornering lights, quick shifter, dynamic 

suspension with several preset modes and a range of electronic trickery for the 

brakes/suspension, thanks to technology taken from the Ninja H2. I feel another 

test ride coming on. 

Thanks again to Orwells for the loan of the bike. I did get it a bit muddy!   
 

Mike Roberts 
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OUR USA HOLIDAY PART 2 
(A bit more about bikes) 

 

This time visiting the family in the USA I decided to bite the bullet and go for a 

breakfast ride with my brother-in-law and his mates (actually the decision had 

already been made for me by his friends anyway) so here we go. It was arranged 

that we would meet at 7 am at Sedalia church, the morning of Sept. 13
th

 dawned 

sunny but cool have to say I felt not a little nervous. We left on time to meet 

Mason's friends with Jean and Linda seeing us away me on the Harley Night 

Train and Mason on his Road Glide, we were expecting two others to be riding 

with us (wrong!) there would be seven of them the ride out had been posted 

online.  

 

 
 

Introductions all round a great bunch of guy's I immediately felt at home, a 

variety of bikes were parked there mostly Harley's (don't ask me to identify all of 

them it's much of black art), but also a Victory, a BMW K1300 and a Gold Wing 

Trike made up the numbers. Anyway first before we left a prayer (yes readers 

strange but somehow fitting, a bit like our briefing I suppose only to a higher 

office) and arrangements to leave. Mason suggested that as the others knew 

where we were going that they should take the lead and we would follow, OH 
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NO!! Mason was to be ride leader (he does it most times anyway) and I was to 

take up station behind him and the rest of the group would follow on, not sure if 

they were riding shotgun or to see if I could really ride (think I did okay). 

 

Anyway off we went conditions were dry and warming up a bit, it would get 

hotter through the day, We left Sedalia and headed into Tennessee riding through 

Murrey and to the little town of Paris mostly on interesting country roads, there 

was certainly no peg scraping which was just as well me being on a bike so 

different to what I am used to, a stop in Paris at a typical 50's style Diner for a 

traditional excellent American style breakfast. I did avoid the grits but the 

biscuits and gravy was delicious and of course the bottomless coffee pot and the 

usual banter that goes around when like-minded people get together, I felt right at 

home. After breakfast we continued on in the same formation leaving Paris on to 

Fort Donelson and to Paris Landings, over the bridge on to the Land Between the 

Lakes on interesting and varied roads, an unscheduled toilet stop and a short 

break at the Planetarium rest area for a chat and a spontaneous rendition of 

Amazing Grace by three of my fellow riders which was really very good, we 

even got a fellow traveller to take some pictures for us.  

 

After that a spirited ride through and into Kentucky using back roads where 

possible with some of the 

riders leaving to make 

their way back to their 

homes and some 138 

miles later back to 

Sedalia having enjoyed a 

lovely trip with some 

really nice guy's and 

some lasting memories. I 

had taken over a few 

SAM goody bags for 

some of Mason's friends 

which were well received 

and many question asked, 

I have to say the system 

used by them is not unlike what is used by SAM so nobody gets lost and I 

enjoyed riding with them all.  

 

Sonnie Westley 
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Editorial 
 

Snow ?!!?… since the 1
st
 January 

the forecast has said we’re going to 

get another beast from the East, 3 

months of snow ice and cold… well 

my question is where is it… ? 

 

So far we have had “a” flake, talk 

about crying wolf.. Apparently we 

meant to get a good dollop tonight, 

I’ll believe it when I see it.. 

 

My old girl is at the moment tucked up in my workshop, Last couple of years I 

have had the brakes bind after a long period of non-use, so I would have to take 

the callipers to bits clean grease and put back together. But the real issue was the 

pistons had corroded and were binding. So I orders a piston kit last year, well it 

took most of the year to get the bits so now it’s in the shed I have striped the 

callipers down, replace the seals and pistons and put it back together, also 

changing the hydraulic oil at the same time. 

 

Hopefully I hope to get out and about a bit more this year, My other bike club 

has an rally up north somewhere so that’s one little trip sorted, Bryans tour of 

France looks very interesting, I hope its well-attended as to put on a trip like this 

takes a few minutes to arrange. Oh just had an idea…. ( here we go again) why 

not if you’re going, write an article for your favourite magazine to tell us all how 

you got on…  

 

Don’t forget it’s our AGM this month so I hope you’ll attend. And we have 

moved.to Gresham’s, Anyone who would like to help out please make yourself 

known. 
 

Safe Riding Felix... Editor 
 

Bowman’s Barn, Back Street, Gislingham, Suffolk. IP23 8JH. 

Tel: 07712649860 

editor@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com 
 

Thank you 
To all the members who have contributed to this month’s magazine.  

But….. what about the rest of you….  
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Closing date for copy FridayFridayFridayFriday after club night 
 

If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your 

monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email 

notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or 

send me an email. 

 

I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride outs 

have written, and as you can see, it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so feel 

free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will have 

another great magazine to read  

 

Don’t forget to take your cameras and a notebook to record your trip then you 

can write a nice article about it for your favourite magazine. I have a word 

template if anyone would like it, email me and I’ll send you a copy which has all 

the formatting re-set on it. Please remember that we use Times New Roman as 

the main font for the magazine at a size 16 so that when the printer converts the 

A4 pages down to A5 the font looks like a 12. I like pictures to be separate to 

your articles because I can make them bigger or small to fill the page 
 
 
 
 

Advertise in our magazine 
 

Annual Advertising Rates:  
 

Advertise on the SAM website for an additional £25. 
 

Contact Felix for more details 07712649860

 Sam.editor@btinternet.com  
 

£50 for ½ page  £75 for full page 
 

 
 
 

Norfolk Advanced Motorcyclists 
 

3
rd

 Monday of the month, 19:30, at Dunston Hall, A140, 

Norwich, NR14 8PQ 
 

Chairman,  Rob Chandler,  01493 730409 

Secretary,  Alex Mason,  01603 716735 
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MEMBER INFORMATION 

A lot of useful information about SAM and its activities is available on our 

website. Below are some key links members will find useful. 
 

CONTACTS 
Contact details of SAM’s Committee & Observers, complete with photographs 

so you can recognise everyone. 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/com 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/obs 
 

CALENDAR 
Our online calendar with relevant links which can also be linked to your 

smartphone.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/cal 
 

OBSERVER ASSOCIATE CHARTER 
What is expected of the Observer and Associate while preparing for the IAM 

motorcycle test.   Contact: Derek Baker 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/chart 
 

CARING SAM 
Our customer service & complaints procedures.   Contact: Brian Ellis 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/care 
 

DISCOUNT SCHEME 
Proof of identity will be required to be shown. (e.g. Current IAM/SAM 

membership cards). Save your membership fee, and more, by using these 

retailers who give a discount to SAM members.  Contact: Dean Harris 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/disc 
 

ADVERTS 
Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our 

online adverts section.   Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads 
 

SHOPS 
T-shirts, sweatshirts, fleeces, hats, and more are available from SAM’s two 

online shops.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/shop 
 

FORUM 
All the latest news and discussion on all things SAM and motorcycle related. 

Have a read, and then register to join in.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum 
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SAM Events for your Diary 

2019 
 

February 2019  
 

Saturday 16
th

  Saturday Jaunt Browns Café IP26 5EH Meet at Stowmarket 

Tescos, IP14 5BE in good time for 13:00 Briefing. All riders must attend 

Briefing 
 

Tuesday 19
th

 SAM Group Night. AGM. Announcements at 19:30 Greshams, 

312 Tuddenham Road, Ipswich IP4 3QJ, There will also be a display from Ixon 

Air Bag System. Bar serving all types of drinks including teas and coffees. 
 

Thursday 21
st
  Theory Evening. Kesgrave War Memorial Community Centre, 

Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF. Come along and learn more 

about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Gears & Acceleration 
 

March 2019 
 

Sunday, 3
rd

  Breakfast Run, Benny’s Diner. PE12 9AG Meet at Beacon 

Hill services, IP6 8LP in good time for 09:00 Briefing and subsequent departure. 

All riders must attend Briefing. 
 

Wednesday 6
th

   SAM Committee meeting 19:30. Kesgrave War 

Memorial Community Centre, Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 

1JF  
 

Saturday 16
th

  Saturday Jaunt Friday Street, IP17 1JX Meet in car park 

behind B&M Home Store at Copdock, IP8 3TT. in good time for 13:30 Briefing 

and subsequent departure. All riders must attend Briefing 
 

Tuesday 19
th

  SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed by, 

Guest Speaker, Glen Toy, from Kawasaki UK. Greshams, 312 Tuddenham Road, 

Ipswich IP4 3QJ, Bar serving all types of drinks including teas and coffees. 
 

Thursday 21
st
  Theory Evening. Kesgrave War Memorial Community Centre, 

Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF. Come along and learn more 

about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Overtaking 
 

Saturday, 23
rd

  M/C Dexterity & Control Sidegate Primary School, 292 

Sidegate Lane, Ipswich IP4 4JD Observer Training ~ Full members only. 

Numbers are limited to these events to 10 per session so please book early by E-

mail to karlsarahale@btinternet.com to guarantee a space. 
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April 2019 

 

Wednesday 3
rd

  SAM Committee meeting 19:30. Kesgrave War Memorial 

Community Centre, Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF  
 

Friday 5
th

 ~ Saturday 6
th

  Safe Rider is a joint initiative between Suffolk and 

Norfolk Constabularies. If you can help the Publicity Team on the Saturday of 

this event, please contact Glyn Hill on 07986-319163 
 

Sunday, 7
th

  Breakfast Run, TBA All riders must attend Briefing. 
 

Tuesday 16
th

 SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed by, 

Guest Speaker , Phil Acton, with another presentation on his motorcycle travel. 

Greshams, 312 Tuddenham Road, Ipswich IP4 3QJ Bar serving all types of 

drinks including teas and coffees. 
 

Thursday 18
th

  Theory Evening. Kesgrave War Memorial Community Centre, 

Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF. Come along and learn more 

about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Planning & Positioning 
 

Thursday 25
th

  Chip ride TBA All riders must attend Briefing 
 

Saturday 27
th

 Hints & Tips Run, Our annual training run open to all. 

More details will be added nearer the date. All riders must attend Briefing 

 
 

Note from Editor 
 

 

Please check the SAM Calendar, Forum & Facebook page for further details and 

for any changes after going to press. Especially in winter months when the 

weather can be unpredictable  
 

 
Disclaimer 

 
The articles published herein do not necessarily represent the views of the 

Institute of Advanced Motorists or the Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist Group. 

They are the opinions of individual contributors and are published with a view 

that free expression promotes discussion and interests. 

 

Any comments please email the editor. 
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Picture by Michelle Scott 
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